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Abstract. A new and detailed analysis of the basic Uzawa algorithm for decoupling of the pressure
and the velocity in the steady and unsteady Stokes operator is presented. The paper focuses on the following
new aspects: explicit construction of the Uzawa pressure-operator spectrum for a semiperiodic model
problem; general relationship of the convergence rate of the Uzawa procedure to classical inf-sup discretiz-
ation analysis; and application of the method to high-order variational discretization.
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1. Introduction. The Stokes equations describe the motion of incompressible
viscous fluid flow at very low Reynolds numbers. However, the need to have efficient
Stokes solvers is not only limited to inertia free flows, but is also of great importance
when solving numerically the full time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. For moder-
ate Reynolds numbers the nonlinear convective term is often treated explicitly, while
the linear (Stokes) part is treated implicitly. In order for this semi-implicit approach
to be attractive, efficient unsteady Stokes solvers are required.
Numerous approaches have been proposed for solving the algebraic system of
equations resulting from discretization of the steady and unsteady Stokes equations.
One approach is to solve the momentum and continuity equations directly in coupled
form (e.g., Yamaguchi, Chang, and Brown [45] and Bathe and Dong [4]). This direct
approach is general and robust; however, it can be inefficient and memory intensive
for large, three-dimensional problems, in particular, for high-order methods. A second
approach is to replace the discrete continuity equations with a Poisson equation for
the pressure (e.g., Chorin [15], Temam [41], Glowinski and Pironneau [23], Kleiser
and Schumann [27], Kim and Moin [26], and Orszag, Israeli, and Deville [35]). This
approach decouples the momentum and continuity except on the domain boundary;
however, it may require a rediscretization of the continuous problem, and boundary
conditions must be supplied for the pressure.
A third approach, which we study more closely in this paper, is to apply a global
nested iterative decoupling procedure for the pressure and the velocity. This scheme
is an extension of the classical Uzawa algorithm (see Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa 1 ],
Chorin [15], Temam [41], Glowinski [22], and Girault and Raviart [21] for more basic
concepts; see Cahouet and Chabard [13], Maday, Patera, and R0nquist [30], Fischer,
ROnquist, Dewey, and Patera [19], Bristeau, Glowinski, and Periaux [12], Maday and
Patera [31], and Cahouet and Chabard [14] for more recent advances). The Uzawa
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approach has several attractive features: It is more efficient in terms of computational
complexity and memory requirement than a direct approach; it requires no pressure
boundary conditions and no rediscretization of the original problem, and hence the
convergence proofs for the original problem directly apply. In essence, by using a
block Gaussian elimination procedure, this algorithm decouples the original saddle
problem into two positive-semidefinite symmetric forms, one for the pressure and one
for the velocity. Thus standard iterative procedures such as preconditioned conjugate
gradient iteration and multigrid techniques can readily be applied.
In this paper we give a new and detailed analysis of the basic Uzawa algorithm.
The paper focuses on the following new aspects: the explicit construction of the Uzawa
pressure-operator spectrum for a particular case; the general relationship of the conver-
gence rate of the Uzawa procedure to classical inf-sup discretization analysis 11], [3],
and application of the method to high-order variational discretization. The outline of
this paper is as follows. We start in 2 by reviewing the basic discretization of the
steady and unsteady Stokes equations based on the equivalent variational forms. In
3.1 we review the Uzawa method for the steady Stokes problem, and in 3.2 we
consider the full Fourier case. In 3.3 we proceed by presenting a new continuous
analysis for a semiperiodic model problem. The analytical results regarding the good
conditioning of the steady Stokes pressure operator are then verified numerically for
optimal high-order spectral element discretizations. In 3.4 we discuss how these
results extend to multidimensional spectral element discretizations, and present
examples of steady Stokes problems solved by a nested preconditioned conjugate
gradient/multigrid iteration scheme. Last, in 4 we analyze the Uzawa algorithm in
the context of solving the unsteady Stokes equations.
2. The Stokes problems.
2.1. Steady Stokes. In this section we consider the steady Stokes problem in d
space dimensions" Find a velocity u and a pressure p in a domain 1" d such that
(1) -/Au+Vp f in 1",
(2) -V.u=0 in 1",
subject to homogeneous Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions on the domain boun-
dary
(3) u =0 on 012.
Here f is the prescribed force and/z is the viscosity. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the solution to the Stokes problem (1), (2) is of interest, not only in its own right, but
also in that it constitutes the major building block in many Navier-Stokes solvers. In
this ease, f can be viewed as an augmented force which includes the explicitly treated
nonlinear convective contributions.
The equivalent variational formulation of (1), (2) is: Find (u, p) in X x M such that
(4) /(Vu, Vw)- (p, V" w)= (f, w) Vw X,
(5) -(V’u, q) 0 ’q M,
where the proper spaces for u and p such that (4), (5) is well posed are [11], [21]
(6) X (1"),
(7) M (f) 2(1") f"l { 2(1"); fa 4 dO 0}
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Here (f/) is the space of all functions that are square integrable over f/with zero
average, while () is the space of all functions that are square integrable, whose
derivatives are also square integrable over fl, and which satisfy the homogeneous
boundary conditions (3).
Here we shall consider numerical approximations to the Stokes problem based
on the variational form (4), (5)" Find (Uh, ph)E (Xh, Mh) such that
(8) ((Vu,,, Vw)),,-(p,,, V.w),, =((f,w)),, VwX,,,
(9) --(V’Uh, q)h =0 VqE Mh,
where for each value of the parameter h, Xh c X and Mh M are compatible subspaces
of X and M (see [11], [3], [21], and [9]) that approach X and M as the discretization
parameter h goes to zero. In (8), (9) (’,’)h and ((’,’))h denote evaluation of the
continuous inner product (.,.) by Gauss numerical quadrature (note, however, that
the (’,’)h and ((.,.))h may be different).
Choosing appropriate (compatible) discrete spaces Xh and Mh with associated
bases, we arrive at a set of algebraic equations given in matrix form as
(10) /_A_u,- _Dfp _Bf, i= 1,..., d,
(11) -D_iu_i O,
where _A is the discrete Laplace operator, _B is the mass matrix, D_=(_DI,..., _Dff)
is the discrete gradient operator, and the underscore refers to basis coefficients. In
(10), (11), we assume that the homogeneous boundary conditions are imposed by
eliminating appropriate rows and columns. Note that in the limit as the discretization
parameter h:>O, (Xh, Mh):>(X, M), and (10), (11) applies even for the continuous
case.
2.2. Unsteady Stokes. The unsteady Stokes equations are given by
au(12) -/xAu+Vp+pm= f ini),
at
(13)
with boundary and initial conditions
(14) u=O
(15) u(x, 0) g(x)
-V.u=O in,
on
in
Here all variables are defined as in the steady case with representing time, and/9 the
density of the fluid. Although there are physical problems in which the unsteady Stokes
equations are relevant, the unsteady problem is primarily of interest with regard to its
role in unsteady Navier-Stokes calculations.
We proceed directly to the time discretization of (12), (13) by an implicit Euler
backward method (readily extended to Crank-Nicolson)
Un+l U(16) -/zAu"+ + Vp+ + p f+,At
(17) -V’u"+ =0,
in which (u", p") represents an approximation of (u(x, nat), p(x, nat)), and At is the
time step.
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The spatial discretization of (16), (17) follows the same procedure as for the steady
case. At each time step we search for a discrete solution (u,+1, p,+l) in the finite-
dimensional (compatible) subspaces Xh c X and Mh M, and we arrive at a set of
algebraic equations to be solved for the nodal values un+l_ (_[,/n+ll _U dn-t-i) and p"+l,
(18) tx-AYi+I-DfP’+I+PB- _/./+1 Ui =-Bf7+1 i=1,.., d,At
(19) --_Di +1 ---0.
We note that for any discretization (18), (19) for which _A is positive-definite symmetric,
(18), (19) is unconditionally stable (f=0),
n+l(20) IIo. <llu,llo. ,
,+1
and p"+l,as can be readily demonstrated by multiplying (18) and (19) by _ui
respectively. In (20) 11. [IO, h denotes the discrete 2-norm, II llo. - ((v, o))Y=.
3. Steady Stokes solvers.
3.1. The Uzawa algorithm. The classical Uzawa scheme originates from economic
theory as a saddle-point approach to solving constrained optimization problems (see
Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa [1]). Following Brezzi [11] and Girault and Raviart [21],
the Stokes problem (4), (5) can be formulated as the following equivalent saddle-point
problem: Find a pair (u, p) X x M such that
(21) (u,q)<-(u,p)<-(v,p) tvX, VqM,
where the quadratic Lagrangian functional ff:X x M-> is defined by
/x (Vv, Vv) (f, v) (q, V" v).(22) (v, q)
=
The constraint in the Stokes problem is the incompressibility condition, while pressure
plays the role of the Lagrange multiplier. In the case of finding a numerical approxima-
tion to the Stokes problem (1)-(3), the equivalence between the discrete formulation
(8), (9) and a finite-dimensional saddle-point problem is now readily seen: Find
(Uh, Ph) E Xh x Mh such that
(23) -h(Uh, q)<--Wh(Uh, Ph)<--Wh(V, ph) VVEXh, VqMh,
where the quadratic Lagrangan functional Wh:Xh X Mh-> is defined by
(24) ffh(V, q)=-((Vv, VV))h ((f, V))h--(q, V "V)h.
In terms of finding the nodal values u_ and p in (10), (11), the classical Uzawa
approach to solving the min-max problem (23) is characterized by the following gradient
method [41]"
(25) /z_A_u’+1= _Dfp + _Bf, i= 1,..., d;
(26) "_Bp"+ "_Bpm a _Du_ ’+ l.
Here m is the iteration counter, a is a positive iteration parameter, and is the
mass matrix associated with the bilinear form (b, ’)h for all b, , Mh. In (25) we
minimize h(V, p’) for all v Xh, while in (26) we try to maximize h(U’, q) for all
q Mh. For sufficiently small a, the two-level iteration scheme (25), (26) converges to
the solution of (10), (11).
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As is the case for many gradient algorithms, the Uzawa procedure in the form
(25), (26) converges very slowly, especially for large multidimensional problems. The
convergence rate can be improved by considering augmented Lagrangian methods
(Fortin and Glowinski[20]), or multigrid schemes (Verfurth [44] and Maitre, Musy,
and Nigon [34]). However, replacing (25), (26) by conjugate gradient iteration can
also accelerate the convergence significantly to give very good results. For details in
the finite-element context, we refer to Glowinski [22] and Girault and Raviart [21].
In the following we shall demonstrate, both in terms of continuous analysis and
numerical examples, that the latter approach is very attractive in terms of conditioning,
computational complexity, and parallelism.
We begin with a decoupling of the original saddle problem (10), (11) into two
positive (semi)definite symmetric forms, one for the velocity and one for the pressure.
First, for each of the velocity components _ui from the momentum equations (10), we
formally solve
(27) _ui _A-1 _Ofp + _A-_Bf, i= 1,..., d.
We then insert (27) into the continuity equation (11) to arrive at
(28) 0 _D,_u, _D,_A-’ _Drp _D,_A- _Bf.
Thus the discrete saddle problem (10), (11) can be replaced with the discretely
equivalent statement
(29) _A_u, _Dfp _Bf,
(30) _Sp _Di_A-1 _Bf,
where the discrete pressure operator
(31)
is a positive-semidefinite symmetric matrix. Hence, the saddle problem (10), (11) can
be solved by first maximizing gh(Uh, q) for all q e Mh (see (30)), and then minimizing
-h(V, ph) for all VeXh (see (29)).
We now make several comments regarding the system (29), (30). First, we note
that the equation set (29), (30) does not correspond to a rediscretization of the
continuous problem, that is, (29), (30) is equivalent to (10), (11). This implies that the
theoretical error estimates derived for (8), (9) directly apply (in the case of spectral
element discretizations, we refer to Maday and Patera [31] and Maday, Patera, and
lnquist [30]). Second, since the system matrices _S and _A are symmetric positive
(semi)definite, standard elliptic solvers such as conjugate gradient iteration or multigrid
techniques can readily be applied. The system (29), (30) is solved by first solving (30)
for the pressure p and then solving (29) for the velocity _ui, 1,..., d with p known.
Third, the pressure-operator _S is completely full due to the embedded inverse _A-1,
and thus clearly necessitates an iterative approach.
Heuristically we expect the continuous pressure-operator s to be close to the
identity operator I and therefore to be well conditioned. To see this, we formally apply
the Uzawa decoupling procedure to the continuous equations (1), (2) and neglect
boundary conditions
(32)
In the discrete case we do not expect _S to be close to the identity matrix _/, but rather
the variational equivalent of the identity operator, the mass matrix . Hence, we expect
that
(33) _/-’ _S _/,
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suggesting that we can invert _S efficiently by conjugate gradient iteration, using the
mass matrix _B as a preconditioner. Note here the importance of the proper choice of
bases and numerical.quadratures in order to define a matrix _/3 that is easy to invert,
that is, in order for _B to be diagonal.
The preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration (outer iteration) for the .system
(30) takes the form [24], [21],
Po; _to _D,_A-I_Bf + _Spo; Oo _-1_0; 0-- -/0;
@r_r(34) a.,
t+l_m+l
i//m+l --1 _rm+l, bm= T P + =-rm+, + b 49
where m refers to the iteration number, _r,, is the residual, b,, is the search direction,
_B is the preconditioner, , is a vector associated with the preconditioning, and am
and b,, are scalars.
The inner iteration is associated with the evaluation of the matrix-vector product
_&b in the outer conjugate gradient iteration. From the definition of _S in (31) this
evaluation can be performed as follows"
(35) y,=_D.r, cb i=l,..., d,
(36) _A_z, y, i= 1,..., d,
(37) _Sq _D,.
We see that for general discretizations, each matrix-vector product evaluation requires
d standard elliptic Laplacian solves in ga. In order for this approach to be efficient
for large multidimensional problems, the discrete Laplace operator _A must be inverted
by a fast solver, such as a good preconditioned conjugate gradient solver. In summary,
the pressure is computed from (30) by effecting the nested inner/outer iteration
procedure (34)-(37).
If the condition number of the matrix _/J-I_S is order unity, we see that the above
algorithm requires only order-d elliptic solves, and hence represents an ideal decoupling
of the Stokes problem. We also note that the residual _r in the outer conjugate gradient
iteration (34) is precisely the discrete divergence -_Di_ui. This is a useful result, as it
allows for direct control of the discrete divergence when specifying the tolerance for
the outer iteration. (The proper choice of tolerances in any nested iterative procedure
is an important issue, and will be addressed separately in a future paper.)
We now make some general remarks regarding the relation between the inf-sup
condition due to Babuska [3] and Brezzi [11], and the accuracy and efficiency by
which the pressure can be computed. The necessary and sufficient condition for
well-posedness of the saddle problem (8), (9) can be written as: there exists a real
jh > 0 such that for all q e Mh, there exists v e Xh,
(38) (q, V’V)h
where 11" IIO.h is the discrete 2-norm associated with the pressure mesh (Mh),
(39) Ilq[I o,h (q, q)h q r_ q,
and l" i,h is the discrete seminorm associated with the velocity mesh (Xh),
(40)
’,h ((VVi, VV/))h
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In (34) we suggest solving (30) by conjugate gradient iteration, using _B
as a preconditioner. To estimate the efficiency of this approach it is of interest to
determine the condition number K s of the matrix -I_S. For general discretizations it
can be shown that the inf-sup parameter flh is closely related to the minimum eigenvalue
of the pressure-operator _S (see Appendix A)
s(41) fl Amin,
where sAmi is the minimum eigenvalue of _S with respect to the mass matrix ,
\s(42) /min min9 b 7"b"
It can also be shown (see Appendix A) that the maximum eigenvalue of _S with respect
to , Asmax, is of order unity, implying that the condition number K s is given as
s
s Amax C(43) K s
’min
where C is a constant of order unity. Thus the number of outer conjugate gradient
iterations scales like 1/flh [24]. If flh is of order unity, the outer iteration" (34) converges
in order-one iterations.
The inf-sup parameter flh also affects the accuracy by which the pressure can be
computed; in fact, it can be shown that the error in the pressure Ph is inversely
proportional to flh, [11], [21], [10],
(44) P Ph Iio N ohinf M,, P qh Iio +""
where the dots indicate error terms originating from the velocity and forcing terms.
However, the velocity remains unaffected by the inf-sup parameter
(45) I1 c \(
,hinfXh.o v I1 +""),
where
(46) Xh,o-" {h E XhI(V’Vh, qh)h =O Vqh E Mh},
thereby proving that the error in velocity is of the same size as the best fit by discrete
divergence-flee functions. Even though, in some cases, the presence of weakly spurious
modes gives rise to poor approximation by Xh,o, in many interesting cases we have
(47) inf IIU--VhI[1--inf Ilu--vlll
X Vh Xh,o
[9], [10], [5], [39], [25].
For reasons of accuracy and efficiency we can now see that it is of great importance
that flh be independent of the mesh parameter h. In most finite-element applications
the inf-sup parameter is resolution-independent as long as the discrete spaces are
compatible. However, in spectral methods this is not the case, and weakly spurious
modes [42] are observed. These modes are responsible for an inf-sup parameter flh
that depends on the mesh parameter h- l/N, where N is the polynomial degree
chosen for the approximation. For example, in the pure spectral case when Xh and
Mh consist of all polynomials of degree -<N, and all (strong) spurious modes for the
pressure are eliminated [9], there still exist weakly spurious modes responsible for an
inf-sup parameter flh---(h)---(N-1) [7], [43]. This has led to the construction of
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alternative methods based on staggered meshes in order to avoid strong spurious modes
and to minimize the effects of weakly spurious modes. We refer to Bernardi and Maday
[6], and 3.3 and 3.4 for a description of such methods.
The Uzawa algorithm is well known as an efficient way of solving the algebraic
system of equations (10), (11) resulting from (low-order) finite-element discretization
of the steady Stokes problem (1)-(3). The adaptation of the method to the spectral
case is rather new, as described in Maday, Patera, and Retnquist [30], Streett, Hussaini,
and Maday [40], Azarez, Labrosse, and Vandeven [2], and Lequ6r6 [29]. In the
following we investigate in detail the conditioning of the steady Stokes pressure
operator; in particular we shall look at the full Fourier case, a semiperiodic model
problem (both continuous and spectral element case), and the multidimensional spec-
tral element case.
3.2. Full Fourier case. We start by first considering the simple case of Fourier
discretization in d, in which we choose the approximation spaces Xh and Mh to be
(48) Xh M3h,
(49) Mh span {e’’’, Ikl < C, Vj 1,..., d}
where k (k, k2, k3) is the wave vector, x (x, x2, x3) f, and Y" is the maximum
wave number in each spatial direction. Reality is imposed by conjugate symmetry. For
this Fourier discretization it is clear that
(50) _B:=> 1,
(51) D_ =C, kj,
d
(52) _A-k=- E kjk,
j=l
from which it follows that _S =_/independent of ’’. For the Fourier case the Uzawa
algorithm is perfectly conditioned, as might be expected; see Maday and Quarteroni
[33] for a numerical analysis of this spatial discretization.
3.3. Semiperiodic case.
3.3.1. Continuous case. Next, we turn to the analysis of the semiperiodic problem.
This problem includes boundaries, and is thus much more instructive than the full
Fourier case, yet it is sufficiently simple to allow for a complete analysis. The semi-
periodic model problem corresponds to the domain f ]-1, l[x]0, 2zr[, with (x, y)
denoting a point in f. The semiperiodic boundary conditions we consider are
(53) Vy ]0, 27r[, u(-1, y) u(1, y) O,
(54) Vx 1, 1[, u(x, 0) u(x, 2zr),
and the associated spaces are
(55) X {v (f)[v satisfies (53)-(54)},
(56) M o2(f),
where is defined in (7).
We now write the velocity, the pressure, and the data as a Fourier series in the
periodic y-direction,
(57) u(x, y)= Y ilk(x) e iky,
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(58) p(x,y)= 2 k(x) e’ky,
k=
(59) f(x, y) E ik(x) e’kY,
and use the orthogonality of the Fourier modes to reduce the steady Stokes problem
to a series of decoupled (continuous) problems: Find k= (ak, k) and/3k in X M
such that
(60) u,, =/3+f,
(61) ^k kk ikk + k,)
Ak(62) u, + ikk O,
where
(63) (A),
(64) h/= (A),
A ]- 1, 1[, subscript x denotes differentiation with respect to x, k (fk, k), and we
consider wave numbers k # 0.
From (60)-(62) we now readily derive the following expression for the continuous
pressure operator s k acting on any/3k associated with wave number k in the periodic
y-direction
(65) sk(fik) 0 0 ’) fik(x’) dx’,
-x G(x, x’) -Ox’ k2G(x’ x
where G(x, x’) is the Green’s function for the second-order problem"
(66) Gx-kG=3(x-x’),
(67) G(-1, x’)= G(1, x’)=0.
The solution to (66), (67) can be expressed in closed form as
-1(68) G(x, x’)= sinh k(1 +x<) sinh k(1 x>),k sinh 2k
where
(69) x< x forx<x,
x’ for x > x,
x’ forx<x,(70) x
x for x > x’.
To find the condition number of S k, we analyze the spectrum of the following
Fredholm integral equation
(71) ((X, Xt),(Xt) dxt-- is/(x),
-1
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where the kernel q3 follows from (65) as
(72) qd(x, x’)=xx G(x, x’)-Ox’ k2G(x’ x
Substituting the expression (68) for the Green’s function into (72), the solution to (71)
can be found by inspection (see Appendix B). The entire spectrum of s k is given as
1 k(73) A(k)
2 sinh2k
1 k(74) A(k)
=- sinh 2k’
(75) (k)= 1, />2,
with only one nonunity eigenvalue for each boundary. The fact that there are only two
nonunity A’s is related to the fact that for the Stokes problem, the pressure and velocity
are only coupled at boundaries. (This can also be seen by taking the divergence of the
momentum equation, which yields Ap V. f in , but indeterminacy at the boundaries.
The proper boundary conditions are, in fact, V.u 0.)
For a given wave number k, the condition number of s k is given by
(76) (k)=
2 sinh2k
Since the spectrum (73)-(75) is clustered with only three distinct eigenvalues, the outer
conjugate gradient iteration in the pressure solver will converge in three iterations
independent of the condition number (k). However, this result is only useful for
semiperiodic discretizations; for truly multidimensional problems we must consider
the condition number for all admissible k. In paicular, if we allw wave numbers in
the range 1 N k < k, we find that
4.46,(77)
sinh2
which does not depend on kmax, and hence will not depend on the number of discrete
degrees of freedom in the system.
3.3.2. Spectral element discretization. The above continuous analysis suggests that
even in the presence of wall, the spectrum of the discrete pressure operator $ with
respect to the mass matrix is clustered near unity, with a condition number that
should be largely independent of the discretization parameter h. Here we are primarily
interested in spectral element discretizations, corresponding to spaces Xh and Mh
consisting of piecewise high-order polynomials [36], [31], [37].
In order to construct the discrete pressure operator $, the decoupled (continuous)
equations (60)-(62) for each Fourier mode k are discretized using spectral elements
in the nonperiodic x-direction. The discretization procedure stas by breaking up the
domain A ]- 1, 1[ into K equal elements
K
(78) A= U a.
k=l
We then choose the subspaces to be
(79) h u,r (a),
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(80) M h/n 9_:,r (A),
where
(81) 9.,: (A) {(I) :(A); (I)[A .(Ak)},
and n(Ak) denotes the space of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to n
with respect to x. The discretization parameter h is thus characterized by two numbers,
the number of elements K, and the polynomial degree within each element N. In the
following, we shall use the notation h =(K, N). We refer to Maday, Patera, and
Retnquist [30] and Bernardi, Maday, and M6tivet [10] for a justification of the choice
of discrete spaces.
The velocity and pressure are now expressed in terms of high-order Lagrangian
interpolant bases through the Gauss-Lobatto and Gauss points, respectively [31 ]. This
choice of bases results in minimal interelemental couplings, while still preserving the
required C-continuity of the velocity across elemental boundaries. The inner products
in (8), (9) are evaluated using Gauss numerical quadrature [16], Gauss-Legendre for
(’, )h, and Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre for ((., ))h. Choosing appropriate test functions,
we arrive at a set of algebraic equations ofthe form (10), (11), which are then decoupled
into the form (29), (30). Note that for Legendre spectral element discretizations, the
quadrature poin,ts are the same as the collocation points, resulting in diagonal mass
matrices _B and _B associated with the staggered mesh. This fact makes the precondition-
ing in (34) trivial.
We now proceed with the investigation of the conditioning of the discrete pressure
operator resulting from spectral element discretization of the semiperiodic model
problem. In Maday, Patera, and Relnquist [30], it is shown that the inf-sup parameter
jh (k) associated with a particular wave number k is independent of the discretization
h (K, N); see also [42] for another proof of this point. As long as the condition
number K s is of order unity, this result is optimal with regard to both the accuracy of
the discrete pressure and the efficiency by which the pressure can be computed. We
now present numerical results demonstrating the good conditioning of the precondi-
tioned pressure matrix _/--18 for the semiperiodic problem; in what follows, A(k),
s
K (k) will refer to the spectrum and conditioning of -1_S for a particular wave number
k. The calculation of the eigenvalues is based on EISPACK routines.
We begin by plotting in Fig. 1 the A/S(k) for the spectral element discretization
h (K, N) (4, 7) and wave number k 1. The agreement with the continuous operator
spectrum is seen to be virtually exact. In Fig. 2 we again plot A/S(k) with h (K, N)=
(4, 7), but now for a wave number k 12. The low modes of the system are again in
good agreement with the continuous spectrum. However, at this large value of k, the
discrete system can no longer resolve exactly the higher modes, resulting in a cluster
sof eigenvalues at A.--- 1.2. If we investigate the spectrum for k 12, but now using a
discretization h=(K, N)=(4, 14), we see in Fig. 3 that the cluster of numerical
eigenvalues has almost disappeared due to the higher spatial resolution in x.
In Fig. 4 we plot K s and K as a function of k for the spectral element and
continuous operators, respectively. For small and moderate k the two curves coincide;
however, as k the resolution becomes too low and the two curves diverge. For
finer resolutions (e.g., larger N) the spectral element and the theoretical results agree
over a larger range of wave numbers, as expected from Figs. 2 and 3. For large wave
numbers k, the condition number KS(k) for the spectral element discretization is larger
than the value predicted by the continuous analysis, however, the value is still of order
unity, as required for fast convergence of the outer iteration.
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FIG. 1. A plot of the spectrum A/S(k) of the preconditioned steady Stokes pressure matrix "_B-L_S, where _S
is the pressure matrix given in (31) and "_B is the mass matrix defined on the Gauss pressure mesh. The spectrum
(&) corresponds to a spectral element discretization (K =4, N 7) for a wave number k 1; the agreement
with the continuous operator spectrum A of (73)-(75) (O) is very good.
3.4. Multidimensional spectral element case. Before we present any numerical
results, we make some general remarks regarding iterative solvers. First, one major
reason for using iterative solvers is to avoid the severe memory requirements associated
with direct methods, especially for large multidimensional problems. The computa-
tional complexity associated with an iterative solver is essentially determined by two
factors: the convergence rate of the method, and the operation count for a typical
matrix-vector product evaluation. In this section we focus mostly on the conditioning
of the Uzawa operator _S, which is directly related to the convergence rate of the outer
pressure iteration (34). However, we should point out that in the context of high-order
methods, fast matrix-vector product evaluations are typically effected by a combination
of tensor-product forms and vectorization.
The spectral element discretization procedure for the general multidimensional
case is essentially a tensor-product extension of the (one-dimensional) procedure
described in 3.3. In summary, the key points are the use of variational projection
operators, piecewise high-order polynomial subspaces, and tensor-product bases and
quadratures, resulting in minimal interelemental couplings and efficient matrix-vector
product evaluations.
We consider now the Uzawa decoupling procedure (29), (30) as applied to
multidimensional spectral element approximations. As discussed earlier, the pressure
p is first computed from (30) by effecting a nested inner/outer iteration procedure,
while (29) is solved for the velocity _ui, 1,..., d, with known pressure p. The number
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FIG. 2. A plot of the spectrum AS(k) of the preconditioned pressure matrix _B-IS_. The spectrum (&)
corresponds to a spectral element discretization (K 4, N 7) for a wave number k 12; for this large value
of k the discrete system can no longer resolve the higher continuous modes (0).
of outer conjugate gradient iterations in (34) critically depends on the condition number
K s, which we now investigate for multidimensional problems with Dirichlet velocity
boundary conditions.
In order to find the condition number K s, we must compute the minimum and
maximum eigenvalues of the matrix _S with respect to the mass matrix . Since we
never form any global system matrix explicitly, standard routines for calculating
eigenvalues cannot be used. Instead, we compute the maximum eigenvalue s/max using
the ordinary power method [24], which involves the evaluation of matrix-vector
products of the form _Sb. To compute the minimum eigenvalue s/min we use the inverse
power method [24], which requires inverting the matrix _S for each iteration. Note that
in order to do this inversion, we use the inner/outer iteration procedure described in
(34)-(37).
We start by considering the solution to the steady Stokes equations (1), (2) on a
square domain 12 ]-1, 1[2 with homogeneous Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions
(3). Using a spectral element discretization with one single element, i.e., K 1, we
compute the minimum eigenvalue s/min of the discrete steady Stokes pressure-operator
_S for different values of the polynomial degree N. As we can see from Fig. 5, s/min
decreases as N increases, implying that the flh in (41) is no longer independent of the
discretization h (K, N). This is, in fact, numerical evidence of the presence of weak
spurious modes [42]. Theoretically [8], the results indicate that h-.-6(N-/2) as
N-, and hence the number of outer conjugate gradient iterations would, at worst,
scale like N/2. Note that the numerical results of Fig. 5 show that the theoretical
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FIG. 3. A plot of the spectrum A(k) of the preconditioned pressure matrix -1_S. The spectrum (&)
corresponds to a spectral element discretization (K 4, N- 14) for a wave number k 12; due to the higher
spatial resolution the agreement of the discrete spectrum with the continuous operator spectrum (0) is improved.
result is pessimistic for the low values of N of interest in the spectral element context.
Next, to see the effect of breaking up the domain [l into several subdomains, we
compare in Fig. 6 the minimum eigenvalue sAmi when using one single spectral element
K 1, and when using K -4 and K 16 equal spectral elements. The results clearly
show that flh is very insensitive to K, especially for larger N.
In Appendix A it is shown that the maximum eigenvalue sAmax is bounded from
above, and that this bound is of order unity. To demonstrate numerically that this is
indeed the case, in Fig. 7 we plot sAmax for different values of the polynomial degree
N. The results show that the maximum eigenvalue is insensitive to the number of
elements K and to asymptotes to a value below two, as N increases. In practice, the
polynomial degree N is typically taken to be of order ten, suggesting that the outer
pressure iteration will converge in order-one iterations. Our experience from solving
a large variety of two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems is that about ten
outer iterations suffice in most cases. We refer to Maday, Patera, and Rnquist [32]
for theoretical proofs of the previous numerical evidence.
We now consider a two-dimensional steady Stokes test problem where precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient iteration in the outer pressure iteration is combined with
spectral element multigrid for the inner Laplacian solves. The test problem is creeping
flow in a "wedge," but with the tip of the wedge removed. The spectral element
discretization (K =40, N-8) is shown in Fig. 8(a), and the solution in the form of
streamlines is shown in Fig. 8(b). In this test problem, we have removed the tip of the
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FIG. 4. A comparison between the condition number uS(k) of the spectral element operator "_B-_S (&) and
the condition number r,S(k) of the continuous operator s in (65) (solid line), as a function of Fourier wave
number k. The spectral element discretization K 4, N O) is used. For small and moderate k the two curves
coincide. However, as k=,o the two results diverge due to the finite resolution of the spectral element mesh.
wedge in order to be able to break up the computational domain into spectral elements
with aspect ratio approximately equal to unity (see Fig. 8(a)). As discussed in Retnquist
[37], the convergence rate of the spectral element multigrid algorithm deteriorates as
the aspect ratio of the elements becomes much different from unity. For this particular
steady Stokes test problem the total speedup was about 2.5 using multigrid with J 4
meshes instead of preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration for the inner Laplacian
solves (timings on a CRAY-XMP). Note that due to the more inefficient vectorization
of the matrix-vector products on the coarser meshes (j 1, 2, and 3) compared to the
finest mesh (j 4), the computational cost on the coarser meshes (j #-J) cannot be
neglected.
Next, we consider the Uzawa decoupling procedure as applied to a three-
dimensional steady Stokes problem (1), (2) in a domain defined by Xl ]0, 2F[, x2
]-1, 1[, x3 ]-1, 1[, where F can be interpreted as the aspect ratio of the system. The
prescribed force f is such that the exact solution is given by u=(ul, u2, u3)-
((1 x)(1 x), 0, 0) and p sin 7rxl/F" cos 7rx2" cos 7rx3. For large three-dimensional
problems it is a nontrivial task to compute the eigenvalues of the pressure operator _S,
and we therefore instead produce convergence histories from which appropriate condi-
tion numbers can be inferred. In particular, we shall plot the residual ][_rllo.h (essentially
the root mean square of the divergence) as a function of the number of iterations m
in the outer conjugate gradient iteration (34).
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FIG. 5. A log-log plot of the minimum eigenvalue sAmi of the discrete Stokes operator -_S as a function
of the polynomial degree N (A, N odd; O, N even). The steady Stokes equations are solved on a square
domain fl ]- 1, 1[ with homogeneous Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions using K spectral elements.
For low values of N, AminS N-0"29, implying that flh N-’5. For larger values of N, Amins N-0"62, implying
that flh N-’3. Theoretically Bernardi and Maday [8]), flh should at worst scale like N-/2, suggesting that
the theoretical result is somewhat pessimistic for low values of N.
In Fig. 9 we plot [[_rllo.h as a function of m for an aspect ratio r 1 and for spectral
element discretizations corresponding to K 8, N- 7 and 10. The initial convergence
rate is almost independent of N, however, the asymptotic convergence rate does appear
to be a weak function of N, in good agreement with the above discussion. In Fig. 10
we repeat the numerical experiment of Fig. 9, but now keeping the discretization
parameter h (K, N) (8, 10) fixed while varying the aspect ratio F. The convergence
rate is somewhat lower for F-3 as compared to F 1, however, the effect is small.
These results demonstrate that the good conditioning of the quasi-two-dimensional
(semiperiodic) model problem does, indeed, extend to multidimensional problems.
To show the potential of the Uzawa algorithm we present results from a large
three-dimensional problem with a complicated geometry. The problem we consider is
solving the steady Stokes equations (1), (2) in a spiral-grooved bearing with 16 grooves.
Although periodicity conditions could have been exploited, the full three-dimensional
problem was discretized using 312,000 degrees of freedom. The set of algebraic
equations (29), (30) was then solved on a 64-processor Intel Hypercube in about 16
minutes (160 MFLOPS). The convergence history for the outer pressure iteration (34)
is plotted in Fig. 11. We see that the discrete divergence is reduced by three orders of
magnitude in about 30 outer iterations. Thus we have demonstrated that the Uzawa
algorithm works well for large realistic problems, and can successfully be implemented
on a parallel computer. For a more detailed discussion of the parallel aspects of the
algorithm, we refer to Fischer and Patera 18].
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FIG. 6. A plot of the minimum eigenvalue sAmin of the discrete Stokes operator -_S, as a function of the
polynomial degree N. The steady Stokes equations are solved on a square domain f 1, 1[ with homogeneous
Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions using K (0), K =4 (A), and K 16 (1) spectral elements.
4. Unsteady Stokes solvers. In 2.2 we derived a set of algebraic equations (18),
(19) resulting from a spectral element discretization of the implicitly treated unsteady
Stokes problem (12)-(15). In order to compute the nodal values u_ n/l and p,+l, a
classical Uzawa scheme can again be constructed, but now with the discrete Laplace
operator _A in (25) replaced by the discrete Helmholtz operator
(82) H= _A+ P--P- B.At-
As in the steady case, the simple gradient method can be accelerated by using conjugate
gradient iteration. However, in the unsteady case we must generally consider precon-
ditioners other than the mass matrix _B [28], [19], [38], [37], [14].
For reasons of efficiency and rigor (no rediscretization), our approach to solving
the system (18), (19) will again be based on a global iterative technique. Proceeding
in the same fashion as for the steady Stokes case, we arrive at the following decoupled
system equivalent to the saddle problem (18), (19)
n+l Dp.+(83) _H_ui +g’,
(84) S_tp n+l -_Din_ -l gT,
where
(85) St= oin_ -loTi
i=l,...,d,
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FIG. 7. A plot of the maximum eigenvalue sXma of the discrete Stokes operator -lS_ as a function of the
polynomial degree N. The steady Stokes equations are solved on a square domain 1) 1, 1[ with homogeneous
Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions using K (0), K =4 (/), and K 16 (.) spectral elements.
() ()
FIG. 8. Creepingflow in a "wedge" where the tip of the wedge is removed. The imposed velocity boundary
conditions are nonslip conditions on the two side walls and at the bottom, with a unit horizontal velocity imposed
on the top side; (a) shows the spectral element diseretization (K =40, N 8), while (b) shows the solution in
form of streamlines.
is the unsteady Stokes pressure-operator analogous to the steady operator _S defined
in (31), and
(86)
_g,
_u, i=l,...,d
represent the inhomogeneities associated with an implicit Euler backward time integra-
tion procedure. The advantages of the formulation (83), (84) are similar to those for
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FIG. 9. A plot of the residual [l_rllo, (the root-mean-square of the divergence) from (34) as a function of
the number of outer conjugate gradient iterations m when solving the three-dimensional steady Stokes problem
with solution u=[(1 -x)(1 -x23), 0, 0], p=sin rxl/F’cos rx2"cos rx3 on the domain f ]0, 2Fix]- 1,
x 1, with F 1. The domain is broken up into K 8 equal spectral elements, with convergence histories
shown for N 7 (A) and N 10 (U]). The convergence rate decreases slightly with increasing N.
the steady problem; it represents a complete, general, velocity-pressure decoupling
that is discretely equivalent to the original discretization (18), (19). First, we solve (84)
for the pressure, and then (83) is solved for each velocity component _u’/1 with p"/l
known.
As for the steady Stokes problem the matrix St is completely full, and therefore
solving (84) requires an iterative approach. Unfortunately, whereas the steady pressure-
operator _S is naturally well conditioned (-_S is close to the identity), the same is
not true for _St. For large time steps we can express _St as
(87)
and it is thus well conditioned. However, for small time steps, _St goes to the pseudo-
Laplacian _E,
(88) a o _s, A__t _,
p
where
(89) E_ O,B_-’_D
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FIG. 10. A plot of the residual II_rllo, (the root-mean-square of the divergence) from (34) as a function
ofthe number ofouter conjugate gradient iterations m when solving the three-dimensional steady Stokes problem
with solution u=[(1-x)(1-x3), 0, 0], p =sin rxl/F.sin 7rxE’cos 7rx on the domain ]- 1, l[x]- 1,
l[x]0, 2F[ with F= ((C)) and F=3 (A). Both domains are broken up into K =8 equal spectral elements,
each of order N 10. The convergence rate decreases slightly as the aspect ratio F increases.
is poorly conditioned. The matrix _E is, in fact, the discrete consistent Poisson-operator
resulting from spectral element discretization of the explicitly treated unsteady Stokes
problem (12)-(15). The algorithm described for the steady case therefore needs to be
modified.
Earlier spectral element solvers used a two-level Richardson inner/outer iteration
scheme to solve the discrete unsteady Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations [38], [31].
Computational tests indicate that the approach of Cahouet and Chabard 13] is simpler
and more efficient, and we shall therefore precondition the unsteady pressure-operator
_St directly. The preconditioner proposed is [14]
which can be motivated by analyzing the two limits of very small and very large time
steps. In both of these cases we expect _P-I_St to be close to the identity operator. As
discussed in Cahouet and Chabard [14], the particular choice (90) as a preconditioner
for _St can perhaps be better motivated by considering the Fourier discretization (48),
(49) in d.
4.1. Multidimensional spectral element case. Our approach to inverting the
unsteady pressure-operator is the same as for the steady case, namely, a nested global
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FIG. 11. A plot of the residual II_rll0,h (the root-mean-square of the divergence) from (34) as a function
ofthe number ofouter conjugate gradient iterations m when solving the three-dimensional steady Stokes equations
in a spiral-grooved bearing with 16 grooves. The 312,000 degrees-of-freedom problem was solved on a 64-processor
lntel hypercube iPSC/2-VX in about 16 minutes at an average speed of 160 MFLOPS.
inner/outer iterative procedure based on preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration
for the outer iteration, and spectral element multigrid for the inversion of the discrete
Helmholtz operator _H. We note that the structure in the solution procedure, is similar
to the steady case, however, the computational complexity associated with the precon-
ditioning in the outer iteration is very different. For the steady case the inversion of
the diagonal mass matrix _B is trivial, whereas the unsteady case requires the inversion
of the pseudo-Laplacian _E. If we count the inversion of the _E-matrix as one standard
elliptic solve, each iteration in the outer conjugate gradient iteration takes d + 1 standard
elliptic solves, as compared to d for the steady case. If the condition number of the
matrix p--l_s is order unity, we see that computing the pressure again requires only
order-d elliptic solves. Once the pressure is known, another d elliptic solves is required
to compute the velocity.
We now make some remarks regarding the _E-matrix, which is essentially a
second-order operator with Neumann-like (pressure) boundary conditions. Our
experience from numerical simulations has been that inverting _E requires more iter-
ations than inverting the standard Laplace operator _A or Helmholtz operator _H with
Dirichlet (velocity) boundary conditions. The slower convergence rate is probably due
to the mixed 2_1 spaces in the construction of the _E-matrix. The staggered mesh
also makes it more difficult to construct a proper multigrid algorithm. To this end,
standard conjugate gradient iteration has been used to invert _E, although a multigrid
approach is in preparation.
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To demonstrate the effect of the preconditioner _P in (90), we monitor the residual
]]_r ]]O.h in the outer pressure iteration during the first time step when solving a (simulated)
buoyancy-driven flow in a two-dimensional square cavity. We plot in Fig. 12 the
convergence history for three different time steps. The larger time step At 1 is of the
order of the time it takes to reach steady state, and _St is therefore close to _S (/z 1).
As expected from the steady Stokes case, we see that about ten outer iterations suffice
for convergence. The smaller time step At 10-4, however, is much smaller than a
typical time scale in the system, and _St is close to the pseudo-Laplacian _E. In fact,
the time step is small enough for an explicit time-stepping procedure to be stable, and
we see that convergence is reached in order-one iterations. In the limit as the time step
Ate0 the unsteady pressure-operator becomes perfectly preconditioned, and the
steady Stokes convergence rate represents an upper bound for how fast the outer
pressure iteration converges.
For comparison, we repeat in Fig. 13 the experiment of Fig. 12, but now using
the preconditioner from the steady Stokes case, that is, _P _B. As expected, as long as
_St is close to _S, the convergence rate is almost identical to the previous case. However,
as the time step becomes smaller and _St becomes closer to _E, the steady Stokes
preconditioner does a poor job. In conclusion, the preconditioner (90) is an excellent
preconditioner for all time steps.
We close this section by remarking that the Uzawa algorithm can readily be
extended to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations by treating the nonlinear convective
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FIG. 12. A plot of the residual Ilrllo, (the root-mean-square of the divergence) as a function of the number
of outer conjugate gradient iterations m when solving for the first time step of a (simulated) buoyancy-driven
flow in a square cavity. The plot shows the convergence history when using _P defined in (90) as a preconditioner
for the unsteady pressure operator S_tfor three different time steps At 10-4 (A), At 10-a (El), and At 1, (0).
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FIG. 13. A plot of the residual II_llo, (the root-mean-square of the divergence) as a function of the number
of outer conjugate gradient iterations m when solving for the first time step of a (simulated) buoyancy-driven
flow in a square cavity. The plot shows the convergence history when using "_B as a preconditionerfor the unsteady
pressure-operator _St for three different time steps At 10-4 (/), At= 10-2 (F-l), and At= 1, (C)).
term explicitly. This approach has been used with success in the context of spectral
element discretizations [17].
Appendix A. This appendix deals with relations between the condition number
ofthe algebraic system that arises from the Uzawa algorithm and the various parameters
of the discretization, in particular, the inf-sup condition, but also other constants
related to the exactness of the integration formulae. To this purpose, let us recall that
we have set
(A.1) ah(Uh, Vh)=((VUh, VVh))h,
and introduce the following constants
(,)(A.2) sup
(,)(A.3) c1= inf
a (v, v)(A.4) a= inf
Let us first bound the maximum eigenvalue ASm of the matrix _S with respect to the
mass matrix B.
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To this purpose, let us first consider the discrete Laplace operator defined by
Uh Ag if
(A.5) ah(Uh.,, V,) ((g,, V,))h, VV Xh.
Let us now consider the operator div, transposed by the divergence operator with
respect to the (.,)h-Scalar product, i.e.,
((divTp, V))h=(p, diVV)h, /pMh, VVXh.
LEMMA A.1. For any p in 2(f), we have
Cl[[A’(div) TP 1[1 --l[ Pl[0.
Proofi This result is simply derived by taking v= Al(div)Tp in (A.5) with g=
div7"p, and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
It is important to note that with these definitions, the operator div (A) divr is
symmetric and that _S represents its matrix in the basis of the Lagrange interpolants.
Due to the symmetry, the extreme eigenvalues are related to the upper and lower
norms of the images of elements of Mh as follows:
S(A.6) (’max) sup ([div (A) divr]p, P)h, (P, P)h 1
pcM
and
(A.7) sAmin)--- inf ([div(A1) divr]p,p)h, (P,P)h 1.
pcM
Note that these eigenvalues are also those of the matrix _S with respect to the mass
matrix . From (A.2), (A.3), and Lemma A.1, it is an easy matter to check that
s
sLet us now consider/min. We want to get the relationship between this eigenvalue and
the inf-sup condition constant flh given by
(p, div v) hinf sup /2,((Vv,, Vv,)) (p,p)h=l.
Let p be given in Mh with (p, P)h--1. As noted by Vandeven [42, V, Th6orme
II.1], the elements u* that realize the supremum related to the inf-sup condition, i.e.,
(p, div V)h (p, div U*)h(A.8) sup /2 ,/2,((Vv,, Vv,)) ((Vu,*,
are colinear to the element * of Xh, solution of the problem
(A.9) fi* A divrp.
Since the proof of the fact is very short and simple, let us repeat it here. From (A.9)
we have
(p, div V)h ((Vfi*, Vv,))h
((Vv,, ((Vv,,
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The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then gives the inequality
(p, div V)h /2,((Vv,,
with the equality if and only if fi* and v are colinear. This leads from (A.9) to
(A.10) sup (p, div )h 1 /2 1)((Vv,,Vvi))lh/2=(divT"p,(A )divT"p) =([div(A divT"]p,p)lh/2,vEX
so that the inf-sup condition satisfies
(A.11) flh inf ([div (A1) divT]p, p) h/2, (P, P)h 1.
pE Mh
Now recalling (A.7), we have
Finally, the condition number K s is then bounded by Clflh/aCl.2
Appendix B. We consider here the solution to the eigenvalue problem (71)"
(B.1) ’=
--1 dx’
where the Green’s function G(x, x’) is given in closed form in (68).
To reduce the integral equation (B.1) to the form of a standard eigenvalue problem,
we integrate the term involving the derivative of X by parts,
10G dX dx, OG
-
OG 1/ G
10X dx’ ox --1 X -10XOXt
Here the integral is broken up into two parts due to the jump discontinuity in the
derivatives of G,
(B.3) OG (x, x+) _O___G (x, x-) 1.OX’ OX’
Using (B.2) and (B.3), we can write (B.2) as
(B.4) X(x)- + G X(X’) dx’= AX(x)
--1 OXOXt
which is a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind.
Using the explicit form of G from (68) and evaluating the derivatives, we obtain
"1 k
-lksinh2k{Cshk(l+x<)coshk(1-x
(B.5) +sinh k(1 +x<) sinh k(1-x<)}X(x’) dx’
(A- 1)X(x).
Using the definitions ofx and x> in (69), (70), (B.5) reduces to the following symmetric
eigenvalue problem"
-k I. cosh k(x + x’)x(x’) dx’ (A 1)X(x).(B.6) sinh 2k _
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Expanding the kernel in (B.6) we arrive at
(B.7) sinh 2k cosh kx
-1
cosh kx’x(x’) dx’ +sinh kx sinh kx’x(x’) dx’
=(A-1)X(X).
By inspection, it is clear that there are two solutions to (B.7) given by
1 k(B.8) xe cosh kx, e 2 sinh 2k’
1 k(B.9) X sinh kx, h =-+2 sinh 2k’
where superscripts e and o denote even and odd, respectively. In addition, there exists
an infinite set of eigenfunctions X corresponding to h 1, satisfying
(B.10) cosh kx’x(x’) dx’= sinh kx’x(x’) dx’= O.
--1
For example, we can choose X odd such that
(B.11) fl-1
or X even such that
(B.12) fl-1
cosh kx’x(x’) dx’ 0,
sinh kx’x(x’) dx’ O.
There are many ways to do this, which explains why the spectrum is clustered around
unity.
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